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(R3) 13:55 HAYDOCK, 2m 5f 127y 

Conservatory Insulations Novices' Chase (Class 2) (4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 003-U11 FIDUX (FR) 155 
b g Fine Grain - Folle Tempete

6 11 - 8 Tom Cannon
A King

142

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, white sleeves, dark blue diamonds and cap
Timeform says: Useful hurdler who has made a fine start over fences, doubling his tally
under a penalty at Stratford (22.5f) in July. Feasible to think he can do better again but forced
to concede weight all round.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

2 2/U222-
1

CHAMPAGNE MYSTERY (IRE) 25 
b g Shantou - Spanker

5 11 - 5 Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

144

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful maiden hurdler who proved a different proposition when
scoring on chase debut at Aintree (19.9f) last month, jumping superbly and winning
comfortably. One to keep on side.  (Forecast 3.00)

Notes: 

3 1772-13 WHATMORE 31 
b g Schiaparelli - Polymiss

7 11 - 5 T J O'Brien
H D Daly

140

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Useful hurdler who made a winning start over fences in 3-runner novice at
Market Rasen (21.4f) in May. Improved in defeat when third at Huntingdon last month but his
jumping wasn't convincing.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

4 1111-2U DASHEL DRASHER 5 
b g Passing Glance - So Long

6 11 - 0 Matt Griffiths
J Scott

145

Jockey Colours: Purple, yellow star, red sleeves, yellow cap
Timeform says: Likeable sort who landed each of his last 4 starts in novice hurdles at up to
20.5f last term. Found only Champ too good on chase debut and no surprise to see him out
after an early unseat on Friday.  (Forecast 2.62)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: A really likeable type over hurdles, DASHEL DRASHER lost little caste in
defeat behind Champ on his chase debut at Newbury. His early unseat there on Friday is best excused
as a blip given how he had jumped previously and he can make amends here. This is no gimme
however, with all 3 in opposition good prospects, the chief danger possibly Aintree winner Champagne
Mystery.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: DASHEL DRASHER (4) 
2: CHAMPAGNE MYSTERY (2) 
3: FIDUX (1)
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